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Students etition to revoke plus/minus scale 
Committee proposes 
new school calendar 
by Sue Zurkovski 
News Reporter 
The addition of a third sum-
mer school session, the alteration 
of fall break, and the change in 
the date of spring commence-
ment will be considered Nov. 10 
when the Faculty Forum meets to 
discussJohnCarroll'sfutureaca-
demic calendar. 
Mr. Thomas Hayes, English 
insttuctor and Chainnan of the 
Academic Calendar Committee, 
explained the proposals for fall 
break. 
"The faculty will be given the 
choice of voting on two fall 
schedules," Hayes said. "One 
will have a two- day fall break, 
and the other will have a one day 
fall break." 
Mr. Hayes explained that the 
proposed two day fall break 
would require finals week to be 
extended over a weekend, while 
a one day fall break would end 
finals on a Friday. 
"The University wants an 
equal number of class meeting 
days, so the committee bas at-
tempted to accomodate that." 
Also under consideration is 
the addition of a third session to 
the current summer schedule. 
"The flTst term would begin the 
day after Memorial Day and end a 
week after the second session has 
begun," said Hayes. ''The second 
and third sessions would remain 
the way they are now." 
Hayes believes that beginning 
the flTStsession earlier will provide 
more flexibility for students. 
"A student will be able to take 
six hours in the first term and still 
have two months to work during 
the summer." 
The fmal proposal concerns 
spring commencement Tradition7 
ally, graduation exercises are held 
the Sunday before Memorial Day, 
however the new proposal would 
move the date up another week. 
Informal polls were taken dur-
ing the past month to obtain student 
reaction to the proposals. Student 
Union President Matt Caiazza said 
additional surveys may be con-
ducted in the future. 
by Tim Forrestal 
News Editor 
Recently a group of students 
circulated a petition to discontinue 
the use of the plus\minus grading 
scale currently in effect Steve 
Shamrock, chairman of the aca-
demic committee, is leading the 
charge to revoke the new grading 
system. 
"We noticed a great deal of dis-
favor with the new system among 
the student body, " said Sham-
rock. "We believe we can get it 
revoked because the students are 
behind us and there are a number 
of faculty members who are 
against iL" 
The school decided to use the 
plus\minus grading scale three 
years ago however initiation of it 
was delayed until this fall. 
"It is unfair because the students 
currently attending John Carroll 
were never consulted about the 
change and we feel they should 
have been," said Shamrock. "After 
all, it is our grade point averages 
which will be distorted by the 
plus\minus scale." 
The academic committee would 
like to see the new system revoked 
as soon as possible because it will 
become increasingly difficult to 
revoke the new system the longer it 
remains in effect, Shamrock said. 
"I want to thank all those who 
signed the petition for their sup-
pon," Shamrock said. 'This is one 
of the flTSt campus issues which 
most of the student body has gotten 
behind. They are really the force 
behind the idea." 
The Japapnese exchange students talk about new way of life at JCU. Front row: Keiko, 
Maki,Satomi, Yasuko. Back row: Kengo, Taka, Tadabiro, Cbiaki, Tatsuo. 
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Poet Walcott to read works 
The popular Caribbean 
poet., Derek Walcott, will be 
coming to John Carroll for a 
reading of his works on Thurs-
day, November 10, 8:30p.m., 
in the Jardine Room. 
Walcott was born on the is-
land of St. Lucia, which is one 
of the Windward Islands in the 
South Atlantic. He left St. Lucia 
in 1950 to attend the University 
of the West Indies in Jamaica 
His first poem was pub-
lishedwhen he was founeen and 
his first play, "Henry Christo-
phe", was producedwhen he was 
nineteen. 
"His poems possess a sensu-
ous, alen, and ironic power of a 
man caught in the multiple para-
doxes of life," said Professor of 
English, James E. Magner who is 
responsible for bringing Walcott 
to John Carroll. "He bas all the 
powers of the painter, the play-
wright, and the lyric poet in the 
orchestration of his poetry." 
Walcott's poetry began to at-
tract international attention in 
1962 with the publication of "In a 
Green Night" and his prominence 
has grown steadily since that time. 
Of his work, Walcott has said. "I 
think of myself in away as a carpen-
ter, as one malcing frames simply 
and well." 
In addition to his reputation as 
an accomplished poet, he has gained 
increasing stature as a dramatist. 
Walcott's plays have been per-
formed in both New York and 
London. 
Currently,heholdsaMacArtbur 
Fellowship and teaches at Boston 
University. 
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Plus/minus not for all 
This semester started wilh lhe new plus/mmus grading system. De-
spite administration enlhusiasm, lhe student body is against !he new 
grading system. 
One of the reasons for the students' rejection of this system is that 
they have to worry even more about !.heir grades. There is a big 
differencebetweenaB+andaB-. A B- would haveasignificanteffect 
on a student's GPA. 
For a junior or senior who has worked hard for six semesters to 
maintain stable GPA, Lhe new system would mean disaster. For these 
students, lhe rules have changed in middle of the game. 
The system should remain in place for a atleastt wo years before any 
decision is made to revoke it. But during this time students who have 
earned more !han 24 semester credit hours should be declared exempt 
from the plus/minus scale. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Liberal labeling 
Dear Editor, 
As a politicalenlhusiast.. I found 
encouraging signs in Last week's 
edition of The Carroll News be-
cause there were bona fide "politi-
cal" articles and opinions heaped 
togelher for public consumption. 
However ,lest !.here be any mis-
understanding, I am compelled to 
review, for the readership, certain 
nuances concerning political par-
tics and ideological composition. 
Democrat and conservative does 
not always mean Republican. John 
AI tieri (Students for Du.kakis/Ben-
slen) misunderstood why "liberal" 
is such a negative ICnn and that 
"liberal meant open minded and 
being open to new ideas." Lib-
era!, as a tenn describing a per-
son's ideology, has always been a 
negativctenn to conservatives. It 
conslitutes the antithesis of con-
servative ideals. Open minded 
means open minded; liberal means 
liberal. Would a liberal be open to 
rehauling Affirmative Action or 
building more significant weap-
ons systcms to achieve peace 
through strength? No, as I under-
stand the tenns, a "liberal" would 
not 
Perhaps that is why lhe Repub-
.we.s have been SUC<leSSful dur-
ing this campaign. They have not 
had lO contend wilh an identity 
which is evidently unpalatable to 
a majority of voters. 
Brian McCarthy 
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Childish ways 
An open leLICr to W.O. Book wal-
Ler. vice president and assistant to 
lhe president: 
A person can either be a part 
of the solution or a part of the 
problem. In your letter to the 
editor of The Caffoll News, I 
got the impression that you 
believe yourself to be lhc solu-
tion while the student body is 
the problem. I believe that you 
are mistaken in your premise. 
Criticism never accom-
plished anything alone. Criti-
cism must be accompanied wilh 
a plan to correct the problem. 
Youhavenotproposcdanylhing 
to change the situation. Have 
you ever polled lhe student body 
about why we do not attend ex-
tracurricularcvents? Do you even 
care why we do not attend? I think 
that if you took the time to inves-
tigate, you would find Lhe answers 
to these questions, address them 
and change the alleged student 
apathy. 
Yousaidinyourleuerlhat "An 
important part of going to college 
is learning to put away the child-
ish things." Quite true, but it also 
includes abandoning childish ways 
of acting. Your letter docs not 
demonstrate that you have been 
able to do &haL 
John J. Connors V 
Point on plus/minus 
Yes,itmaybeonlyNovember, 
but already I am anticipation lhe 
results of semester grades. With 
this anticipation in mind, I have to 
wonder what committee carne up 
with the brilliant idea of changing 
the grading scale. The new grad-
ing system will be giving all of us 
a special present for Christmas. 
For example, does lhe student 
body realize Lhat under the new 
system an 80 percent is now a 2.3 
and not a 3.0? Also, does the stu-
dent body realize that a 70 percent 
average will now qualify a student 
for academic probation, and no 
longer gives them the safe haven 
of a 2.0? These are just two in-
SiaDCCS of lb8 ovila of abe new 
grading system. 
I guess we are left with two al-
ternatives. We could get the old 
system back, or we could inter-
cept lhe mail. 
Michael A. Noonan 
Junior 
Lib~ary lacks needed resources 
by Coleen Dejong 
You are about to enter a world 
of lost reference books and non-
existent periodicals. It is a world 
where all within are frustraled, 
exhausted or confused. The cli-
mate is cold and uninviting. As 
you look through the doors, you 
realize that you are one step away 
from entering-Grasselli Library. 
The main purpose of a college 
library is to provide research and 
reference materials to its students. 
AJihough there are over 400,000 
volumes in Grasselli Library, stu-
dents are unable to find what they 
need. 
"Some students cannot find 
the references Lhey need because 
they don't understand how to use 
the system,". said Chuck Wood, 
reference director of Grasselli 
Library. 
"Another problem is that peri-
odicals must be sent in to be bound, 
therefore, Lhey are unavailable for 
a while, "said Wood. 
"There arc over 1000 periodi-
cals in print. Grasselli Library 
carries 350, said Wood. "Publish-
ing companies have higher sub-
scription rates for libraries Lhan 
for the general public. This puts a 
big limit on the amount of maga-
zines we can order." 
Students feel that the problem 
at Grasse IIi Library is a bit broader 
thanafewmissingperiodicalsand 
a slow Infotrac system. 
"I don't lhink the library has 
enough current business and rec-
reational magazines," said so-
phomore Suzanne Huber. "Every 
time I go to do research, I can 
never find anything more current 
than 1982." 
"I go to Mayfield Library be-
cause it has more current maga-
zines and other resources !hat I 
need," said Lori Deas, sophomore. 
These students bring to light 
one of the worst aspects of John 
Carroll's library. It is a library 
that its students find difficult to 
use. Not because they do not 
know how to find what they need, 
but because the things that they 
need are not there. Many refer-
ence book sections, such as those 
of the sciences, need to be updated 
regularly. 
Newer books must be added to 
the current collection, and out-
dated ICXts should be replaced. 
More periodicals covering a 
broader base of subjects must be 
purchased. 
When these renovations are 
made, students can go to Grasselli 
Library without worrying that 
their trip will turn into something 
similar to an episode of "The 
Twilight Zone." 
Dejong, sophomore, intends on 
majoring in communications. 
Opportunity in the 
Travel Industry 
The 11 oollqe tour opa'ller ia 
lookin& for 1n effie am&. rapon-
siblc.. tndcqlllizedcanp..~ 
resauatin to market a Spain& 
Break aipon c:ampus. Elm flee 
alpl. tnd Jood oommiaDant 
while Jainin& srear bu&iDeaa a-
paienoe. For ftiOft infcrm.uioo 
call: 1-800-999-4300 
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Political experts see possible landslide victory for Bush 
George Bush is precariously 
balanced on the edge of an elec-
toral college landslide, but Mi-
chael Dukakis is picking up 
strength in several key areas an 
Associated Press survey released 
this weekend says. 
The survey, which covered a1J 
50 states, showed that Bush leads 
forasmanyas359electoral votes, 
but by no means has he locked up 
the 270 needed for a victOry. 
Dukakis leads for only 78 elec-
toral votes. Nine "tOss-up states" 
containing 101 votesarestilJ being 
contested. 
Thesurvey indicaLed that Bush 
maintained Republican strength 
in the South and Rocky Mountain 
Stales, while Dukakis has failed 10 
accomplish the same in industnal 
States.The survey was based on 
polls and interviews with a num-
ber of politicians and political 
U.S will relax N. Korean 
sanctions, officials report 
The Reagan administration was 
expected to respond to an appeal 
from South Korea this week by 
announcing an easing of diplo-
matic and trade restrictions against 
North Korea, according to top U.S. 
officials. 
The moves will augment the 
effons of South Korean President 
Roh Tae Woo, who has called for 
a norlh-south summit meeting and 
a resumption of trade between the 
two Korcasas part of an attempt to 
case tensions on the peninsula. 
The announcement comes just 
two weeks after Woo met with 
President Reagan and asked him 
to take steps in line with those 
taken by the South Koreans. 
The gestures planned are 
thought to be the most extensive 
adopiCd by the U.S. toward the 
communist north since the 1950's. 
North Korea is one of the few 
countries in the world with which 
the U.S. has no diplomatic rela-
tions and has taken the brunt of a 
highly restrictive U.S. trade em-
bargo. 
U.S. officials, demaRding ano-
nymity, said that the embargo may 
be relaxed tO allow sales of medi-
cal supplies within North Korea. 
There may also be an easing of 
curbs on currency exchanges be-
tween the two nations. 
The officials also said that U.S. 
diplomats are expected tO be al-
lowed substantive contact with 
North Korean diplomats for the 
fJ.tSt time in almost a year. 
In a gesture to the north in early 
1987 ,the administration removed 
a prohibition on diplomatic con-
tacts but then restored it after what 
officials called "convincing evi-
dence of genuine good will from 
the North Koreans. Woo called 
the re-establishment ofU .S.-North 
Korean relations "vital to thefu-
ture of a reunited Korea." 
Officials also said that they 
believe that Woo would propose 
drastic changes ifthesummitever 
actually occurred. If so, it is be-
lieved that Woo may ask the U.S. 
to enact even more measures 
which would bring the three na-
tions closer together. 
Since Woo's meeting with 
Reagan, the State and Treasury 
Departments have been working 
together to ready the neccessary 
paperwork for lhc changes. 
Historically. South Korea has. 
with U.S. help, tried to isolate 
North Korea but Woo's call for 
north-south trade has altered that 
policy. Woo has also called for an 
unprecedenled summit between 
himself and North Korean leader 
Kim 11-Sung. 
U.S. officials see the moves as 
reflecting increased South Korean 
confidence based on the country's 
growing economjc strength and 
the success of the Olympic Games. 
North Korea made no attempt 
to disrupt the games. which Woo 
took as an encouraging sign. He 
proposed the sum mit shortly after 
the games concluded. Woo has 
said that he had considered the 
idea of a summit long beofre the 
games, but wanted to make sure of 
the sincerity of the North Koreans 
in their desire for peace by seeing 
whether or not they would disturb 
the games. 
Woo also wants tO make sure 
that domestic violence is halted 
before the summit 
A 
JELLYSTONE PARK 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NEEDED: 
2 ACTIVITIES DIRBCTORS, to coordinate 
activities for family camping resort. Send resume. 
LllFEGUA:~DS $4 I hr., Call if interested. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • JELLYSTONECAMPRESORT 
3392 S.R. 82 
MANTUA, OH 44255 (216) 562-9100 
analysts around the country. 
"We're spending all our time 
in states that should be his 
(Dukakis') base ... and he's spend-
ing none of his ume in states that 
should be our base," a top Bush 
strategist Lee A1water said. 
"That's a campaign manager's 
dream." 
strikmg d1stance 10 states such as 
Ohio, Texas, and Califomta. 
Michigan Sen. Don R1egle. 
"There's still a lot of people who 
haven't made up their minds." 
Riegle is expected to win an easy 
re-election himself and says, "I 
think the DemocratS can still win 
nationally." 
Atwater claimed thai if Bush 
takes any one of those three states 
that he will win the election. 
Despite this, Democrats have 
been saying that a late-campiagn 
surge has brought Dukakis within 
The candidates w1ll spend the 
majority of thelf L1me 10 this last 
week in these Stales as well as 
other key areas like Pennsylvania, 
Michigan and Illinois. 
AP is expected to conduct at 
least one more nation-wide poU 
before the election. AP polls have 
proven to be more accurate than 
any other in past elections. 
"Dukakisisclearly behind. But 
I think he's closing the gap," said 
Condoms made available at Akron U. 
Students at the University of Akron 
will be able to purchase condoms in dh;-
creetly placed vending macbin~ begin-
ning this week, say university officials. 
The university has decided to place 
the condoms in machines as part ot 
AIDS education program. Akron is one 
of only a handful of universities wbo 
have placed the comdom vending ma-
chines on their campuses. 
ited from adopting a seven-year old 
after a New Jersey appeals court deci-
sion last week. 
Melvin Lee Balser, of Newark, N.J., 
was denied adoption of the 7-year old 
male when the 5th District Court of 
Appealstvoted2·1 against the idea. The 
boy bas lei'ikemia and suffers from 
speech and learning disabilities. 
The judges who voted against Balser 
were quoted as saying that ''it would not 
be in the best interest of the child." 
2170 Warrensville Ctr. Rd. 
(Cedar Center) 
University Hts. 
371-3211 
1938 "invasion" celebrated 
Fifty years after Orson Welles' ficti· 
cious Martians landed on earth in 
Grovers Mill, NJ., the town is com-
memorating that anniversary with a 
parade, a carnival and bronze relief to 
mark the "landing sight." 
Townspeople painted themselves 
green to honor the 1938 Halloween 
when the Mercury Theatre of the Air 
broadcast '~War of the Worlds" and 
unknowingly made almost 1 million 
poop\e be\\eve thM the eud of the 
The tour·day celebration also in· 
eluded fireworks, a masquerade ball, 
and a re-enactment of the broadcast 
on local radio. 
Panel discussions on the effect of 
media on mass society have also been 
scheduled with several top journalists 
and educators scheduled to partido· 
pate, 
Discounts A vail able with 
John Carroll ID's 
Exclusively for Women 
Fitness World- the only Women's health spa that 
serves all your health and fitness needs for 
one low price. 
Hourly Classes 
Non-Impact 
Low-Impact 
Active-Impact 
Tanning Beds Avail. 
Child care A vail. 
Our Facilities Offer 
Sprint Circuit 
Lifecycles 
Recumbent Bicycles 
Computerized Rowing 
Machines 
Hi-Tech Equipment 
Sauna 
Whirlpool 
Individual Showers 
Individual Instruction 
Free Weights 
And More! 
I 
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French resume abortion pill distribution 
A French phannaceuucal com-
pany that has faced crit.icism for 
an abortion pill that it manufac-
tures decided last week to resume 
distribution of the drug after the 
French government demanded that 
it do so. 
Despite continuing anti-abor-
tion protests, the company, 
Roussel Uclaf, made its decis1on 
after French Health Minister 
Claude Evin said that the pills 
should be made available "in the 
interest of public health." Offi-
cials for the fmn, which is pany 
owned by the French govemmcnl, 
clrumed that they had no cho1ce 
but to bow toEvin's wishes. 
The company had announced 
that it was pulling RU 486, also 
known as Mifepristone, off the 
market as a result of an "outcry of 
public opinion at home and 
abroad" from anti-abortion groups 
and the Roman Catholic Church. 
The groups threatened to boycott 
the company's products if action 
was not taken soon. 
Computers fmd malfunction; 
Soviet shuttle launch put off 
A last minute complication in 
one of the launch systems m the 
Sovietspaceshuttlecaused scien-
tists to indefinitely postpone the 
unmanned craft's milia! voyage. 
Tass, the official news agency, 
said that the launch was halted by 
a computer with JUSt 5 I seconds 
remaining in the countdown Sat-
urday to prevent the booster, called 
Energiya, from h11ung the launch 
• .,.._ mlfinlliftg£C ... 
"The assembly platform for 
emergency evacuauon of cosmo-
nauts ... didn't move away from 
the EnergJya body to a safe dis-
tance," Tass srud. The platform is 
believed to be an arm-hke struc-
ture that stretches to the booster. 
Though the craft was un-
manned, scientists handled the 
si tuauon as if there was a cosmo-
naut on-board in order to test their 
emer enc evacuation roce-
durcs. They said that the1r entire 
evacuation system worked 
flawlessly. 
U.S. officials claim that the 
platform malfunction is not the 
only glitch in the system, but the 
SovieLc; dismissed this as "non-
sense." 
A computer that senses 140 
elements of the launch process 
detected the faul t. 
Fuel was drained from the 
rocl<et aM a second launch at-
tempt was not scheduled, though 
Soviet officials claimed that the 
the shuttle would definnely be 
launched sometime this week. 
·me Sovietshurtle program was 
1nstitutcd after the vast success of 
the American version, though af-
ter the Challenger explosion in 
1986, the entire design of the 
Sov1et shuttle was radtcally 
changed. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
... 
$2750.00 •• t -
,. 
Y01JR UNCLE WANTS 
TO PAY FOR COWGE. BUT ONLY 
IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH. 
Army ROTC scholarstups pay twtton 
and prOVIde an allowance for fees and 
te xtbooks. Find out tf you quahfy. 
i 
AIIMYIOTC 
1D SIIU'IIST CGUICI 
COUISE tOO CAl TUE. 
* r i nd ou t more. Contact Military 
Science Department a t 397-442 1 
Evin, after meeting with com-
pany officials, released a state-
ment saying that France's 1975 
law legalizmg abortion must be 
respected and that any auemptto 
block the drug's sale would be in 
direct contradiction with that Jaw. 
RU 486 stops pregnancy by 
blocking production of the 
hormone progesterone. When pro-
gesterone is absent, the uterus 
sheds its lining. Any egg that may 
have implanted itself in that lining 
after being fertelized is shed along 
with it. 
"The drug RU 486 is an ad-
vance because 1t does not involve 
use of an anest.tietic. The precau-
tionary measures to be taken in 
administering this drug, exclu-
sively in approved health clinics. 
provides indispens1ble safeguards 
to women's health," the minis-
ter's statement said. 
A leading French anti-abortion 
group was planning to organi7.e a 
nation-wide boycott of the com-
pany's products beginning today. 
Popular opinion has reportedly 
been against the drug, which has 
leaders of the proposed boycou 
even more confident that their plan 
will work. 
Company officials would not 
comment on the boycouorcharges 
which havesurfaced that the pill is 
unsafe. These charges have come 
from a variety of people in the 
medical field including the pre-
sidnet of the French Gynecologi-
cal Society who sa1d he would 
"never prescribe the drug." 
The government certified the 
pill for use under medical supervi-
sion on Sept. 23. Si nee then. 4 ,000 
women have used it with a success 
rate of 95.5% according to the 
drug's creator, Etienne Emile 
Baulieu 
Saul ieu had worked on the drug 
for more than five years until he 
perfected it earlier this year. The 
concept of progesterone inhibi-
tion has existed for years but no 
scientist was ever able to actually 
work out the intricate details of 
stopping the hormone's produc-
tion without upsetting the woman's 
chemical balance too severely or 
damaging the uterus. 
Labor holds lead at Israeli polls 
A combination oflsrael' s most 
dedicated rightists and religious 
political panics took a slim lead 
early yesterday over leftist rivals 
in Lhecountry'scrucial parliamen-
tary elections. 
With 99% of the 4,840 polling 
stations reporting, Israel army 
radio said the Likud party was 
projected to get 39 scars and La-
bor38 in the 120-scastKnesset,or 
parliament, the Associated Press 
reported. 
Together withsmall right-wing 
parties, Likud would have46scats. 
Labor and small leftist parties 
would have 56. This would be five 
short of the number needed to 
block the right and stop Likud 
leader and current prime minister 
Yit.zhak Shamir from forming a 
government. 
The results will most likely 
touch off a round of political deal-
ings and trades as Shamir tries to 
put together a majority and Fori-
egn Minister Shimon Peres works 
to block him. 
President Chaim Herzog will 
meet with all of the parties, then 
select the leader with the best 
chance of forming a coalition and 
give him three to six weeks to try. 
Traditionally, the president will 
choose the party that has won tbe 
JnOSLseats. 
The result comes in the wake 
of Sunday night's firebomb bus 
attack that killed a young Jewish 
mother and her three small chil-
dren in the Arab town of Jericho in 
the occupied West Bank. The 
incident rocked an otherwise low-
keycarnpaign by Israeli standards. 
The vote indicated that a nar-
row majority of Israelis was not 
willing to take security risks on 
the issue of the occupied territo-
ries and the 1.7 million Palestini-
ans who live there, a fact which 
both faections acknowledge. 
At the same time, projections 
showed the two major parties los-
ing grounds to more ideological 
organizations on the far left and 
right. 
Even if the projections hold, 
Shamirwill run intomajordiffcul-
ties when he tries to put together a 
coalition that would include par-
ties on the far1'igh lhatinsi!ton 
Israel's annexation of t11e occu-
pied West Bank and advocate the 
"transfer" or forced expulsion of 
large numbers of Palestinians. 
Shamir told a cheering Likud 
crowd on Tuesday that "only the 
Likud will lead the state of Israel 
and form its next government." 
Am uch grimmer Peres refused 
to concede defeat when he ap-
peared before a subdued Labor 
Party crowd across town. He 
claimed that " the bloc of those for 
negotiations got a bloc against the 
national camp," adding, "I totally 
reject the Likud auempt to annex 
all of the religious parties." 
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CN survey taps campus opinion 
Bush beats Dukakis by a landslide 
by Alex Ferris 
A recent Carroll News sample 
survey of John Carroll students 
suggests that Vice President 
George Bush has a substantial 
three to one lead over Governor 
Michael Dukakis. 
Initially, 200 students, or five 
percent of the Carroll's under-
graduate population, were ran-
domly selected to be asked four 
questions concerning the presi-
dential election. However, only 
184 students were contacted. Of 
this sample 83 were women and 
101 were men. 
Over 60 percent polled said 
that they would vOte for Bush while 
only 21 percent said that Dukakis 
was their choice for president. 
Joe Ranyak, co-chairman of 
"Studems for Bush/Quayle," had 
this reaction tothe survey. 
"I think it's great. This sbows 
even more that we have to get 
people out to vote on campus," 
said Ranyak. 
A great many of those who 
were inclined toward one of the 
two candidates, as would be ex-
pected, were also registered to 
vote. Overall, 70 percent of the 
JCU students were registered. 
Vo1cing his sentiments about 
the poll was John Alteri, chair-
man of "S tudents for Dukakis/ 
Bentsen." 
''I'm not surprised," said Al-
tcri. "Especially on this campus. 
We started with the knowledge 
that this would be like swimming 
upstream." 
When asked if he thought it 
likely that Dukakis could change 
the minds of JCU students before 
Election Day, Aheri responded 
with a number of possibilities. 
"The candidate is becoming 
more like himself. He is a linle 
more aggressive and the national 
polls show that he is closing the 
gap," Altcri said. "The on-cam-
pus debate between Robert 
Hughes, chairman of the Cuya-
hoga Republican Pany ,and Glenn 
Billington, chairman of the Cuya-
hoga Dukakis Primary Campaign 
would also persuade more stu-
dents to vote for Dukakis." 
However, the fourth question 
asked by the CN poll staff showed 
that only 38 percent of the Carroll 
students said that the televised 
debates had an impact on their 
voting decision. 
As for the vice presidential can-
didates, Senator Dan Quayle was 
preferred by 3 percent over Sena-
Poll Staff: Theresa Boland, Chri~tine Delbalso, Maria 
Dougherty, Jim Kenny, Julie Malley 
tor Lloyd Bentsen. 
John Raimondi, the second co-
chairman of Students for Bush/ 
QuaylereasonedQuayle'sgrcatcr 
favorability. 
"The press' character assassi-
nation during August seems to 
have faded. Now more voters arc 
looking at Quayle as the senator 
he is and concentrating on his 
achievements in the Senate as a 
member of the armed scrv1ces 
committee and the budget com-
mittee," said Raimondi. 
On Nov. 8 a shuttle to the elec-
tion booths will be provided at 10 
a.m., 1 p.m., 3p.m. and at6p.m. 
The Overall Resu Its 
Bush Dukakis Undecided 
Men 66% 15% 18% 
Women 53% 27% 20% 
Total 66% 21% 13% 
Did the televised debates have any 
impact on your decision? 
Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
no opinion 1% Senior 
• Of those polled, 70% 
were registered to vote. 
• 79 % of the Bush supporters 
registered to vote 
•82,-o of the Dukokis support-
ers registered to vote. 
Results by Class 
Bush Dukakis Undecided 
70% 15% 15% 
60% 23% 7% 
70% 16% 13% 
38% 29% 33% 
Laissez-faire key to Libertarian platfornt 
by P.J. McDonald 
Reebok Shoe Company's lat-
est advertising slogan, "We let 
UBU", has an appealing message 
toiL After all, why sbouldn 't we 
at least have the option to live the 
life we want as long as no one else 
suffers. 
These are the principles Amer-
ica was founded on. This prein-
ciple is the premise of the Liber-
tarian pany headed by presiden-
tial candidate, Dr. Ron Paul. 
The Libertarian Party is much 
more than just an alternative po-
litical party, it is a rational phi-
losophy. It is also one of the fast-
est growing movements in this 
counlfy. 
It stresses the individuals con-
stitutional right to control his or 
her own life. Libertarians believe 
the only role of the government 
should be to assist individuals 
when they need to defend them-
selves from anyone who has vio-
lated their rights. 
Thomas Jefferson, who may 
beconsidered the father of ameri-
can Libertarianism, summed up 
the idealogy of personal freedom 
when he wrote, "The government 
is best which governs least, be-
cause it is the people disciplining 
themselves". The second pan of 
this sentence is usually not in-
cluded in modem textbooks, yet it 
is no less imponanL 
For the system to work prop-
erly individuals must assume re-
sponsibility and regulate them-
selves within their own boundries. 
1t is necessary to present a short 
history about thecandidate in ques-
tion. Paul is a four time former 
congressman from Texas. 
He is regarded as a money 
managementexpertand publishes 
several newsleuers. Paul has 
vowed to " take a chainsaw to the 
federal budget" 
If elected president, one of the 
first steps Paul would initiate in 
limiting the federal govrnment 
would be to restore the gold stan-
dard, thus stabelizing our econ-
omy on hard money. 
He would balance the Federal 
Reserve system, citing the fact 
that since the Fed was created in 
1913, the dollar has lost 96 per 
cent of its purchasing power. 
Balancing the budget has long 
been a libertarian concern. Ron 
Paul would balance the budget by 
reducing all federal spending and 
eliminating the $500 billion dol-
lars spent on corporate, social, and 
foreign military welfare. 
A laissez faire economic sys-
tem wouJd ensue and all trade 
barriers, embargoes, tarriffs, and 
any other government subside 
would be done away with. 
Paul interprets the income tax 
as "extracting 40 percent of the 
government revenues at the cost 
of our liberty." The U.S. govern-
ment. supposedly the most demo-
cratic in the world is picking our 
pockets at frightening rates. 
Taxation has become one of 
life's certainties, and the very 
notion of tax rates actually declin-
ing is ludicrous. 
Libertarians believe that gov-
ernment should also have a sys-
tem of courts to settle grievances 
and establish local police to pro-
tect our rights. 
Our foreign policy should 
follow along the lines of Wash-
ington and Jefferson: "peace and 
commercewithallwhowantthcm, 
no entangling alliances, no for-
eign meddling, and strong de-
fense for our shores." 
Paul believes the government 
has no proper role in education. 
Schools should be handled by the 
privatesectorwith parents having 
Lhe freedom to chose where to 
send their children. 
Moreover, all government 
penalties preventing parents from 
teaching their youngsters at home, 
should be abolished. 
Libertarians point out the "big 
brother" government breathing 
down our necks in countless other 
areas. They don't subscribe to the 
ideaofadraftandview itas"forced 
slavery". and "slaves make poor 
defenders of freedom." They also 
view the UN and NATO as dis-
posableexcess luggage to the U.S. 
If nothing, else the Libertarian 
Pany under Paul has succeeded in 
raising some disturbing questions. 
After more than 200 years of 
independence, how much more 
can we seperate ourselves from 
our country's original foudalions 
of liberty and freedom? 
How would our founding fa-
thers react towards our present 
day paternalistic government 
simular to the one they so desper-
ately fought to rid themselves ofl 
Finally, who honestly has com-
plete faith in either of the big two 
parties canidates? 
We must keep in rntnd that we 
aren't restricted to voting for ei-
ther of the established parues. 
There are viable alternatives 
whose voices have been reduced 
to a mere whisper due to a number 
of uncontrollable factors (debates, 
convention,media coverage, etc.) 
Despite these MOnStOUS Ob· 
stacles the Libertarian Party, since 
its founding in 1971, has managed 
tO evolve into the third largest 
party in America. It will continue 
to grow as long as self-conscious 
patriots are willing to listen. 
Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum 
aren't the only canidates running 
for election this fall. 
Ron Paul is a man of action 
who hasn't avoided the issues and 
holds personal and economic free-
dom as sacred American values. 
Snap, Shutter, Roll 
The Carroll News 
is looking for photogra-
phers 
Stop by the CN officE 
or call397-4479 
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Perspectives on the '88 election: FOREIGN RELATIONS 
Dukakis offers realistic forei n policy options 
William Bundy, a lecturer at Princeton Uni- we lost Marines in Lebano.n; he pulle~ out. He hasn't 
versity, was editor of Foreign Affairs maga· shown .h1mself ~cally tough m. an.y s~sLamed than g •. except 
zine from 1972-84. He has also held a number in placmg the mtddle-ran~e miSSiles 1n Europe, wh1ch was 
of government positions, including assistant a progr~ that Carter lrud down ~d Carter would have 
secretary of defense for international secu- stuck to JUSt as firmly as Reagan did. 
Carroll News: Do you think either candidate would be 
more effective than the other m conducting America's 
foreign policy? 
William Bundy, former government official and 
editor of Foreign Arfairs magazine: I thtnk you've got 
a tough call there. Bush has read the cables and the intel-
ligence estimates and has been following the progress of 
negotiations. He has a lot of expenence. 
rity affairs (1963-64) and assistant secretary 
of state for East Asian and Pacific affairs CN: How would you rate the vice prestdential candi-
(1964·69). He spoke Monday by telephone dales on foreign policy? 
with CN Interview Editor Paul Kantz IlL 
On the other hand-- and J have to say frankly I speak as L--------------------' Bundy: There's no comparison. Quayle is extremely 
inexperienced, a simple-minded, extreme-right character. 
r think anybody who knows the history of the past 50 years 
would tremble at the idea of him having his finger on the 
button, so to speak. And 1 think people are rooting very 
hard that if Bush becomes president he's going to survive. 
a Democrat, a centrist Democrat who has worked for Re-
publican presidentS, but slill a Democrat-- I don't think he 
has ever really applied his judgmenlto things. He's left no 
footprintS anywhere he's been. In the CIA, and in China 
when he was theambassador,andat the UN, he was simply 
carrying out policy. He doesn't seem ever to have made 
any contribution of his own. And in the one or two cases 
where he does seem to have been directly involved-such 
as Iran-Contra -- he surely must have known what was 
going on. He couldn't have been in all those meetings 
without knowing what was going on. And he is recorded 
in the only record that anybody has of supporting the thing 
solidly. It was certainly a very stupid, not to say slightly 
immoral, venture, and a very bad idea all the way around. 
In short. [Bush has] a lot of experience, but a big question 
mark on judgment 
Standing tall by going 
into Grenada, who 
really was impressed 
by t at? I really ~~~ 
wonder sometimes. 
On Dulcakis, you have to say, not much experience. I 
think he has a sort of thrust to see things in legalistic terms, 
to think in terms of international law. International law is 
an important element in the judgment of what you do about 
the Contras, but it's not the whole story. I happen to agree 
with his judgment that the whole Contra aid thing was a 
very bad idea; incidently, one Bush was for. I used to be 
in the CIA and I'm not against this kind of thing in 
principle. But I think this was a very swpid maneuver. It 
couldn't have worked, and I think Dukak.is has been right 
to be against it But he seems to thmk m rather simplistic 
terms, and perhaps not with as much "feel" as one would 
like to see. 
On the other hand, you'd have said the same things 
when Harry Truman took over. The real question is: can a 
man learn and be decisive. I don't think there's any 
question he [Dukakis] is decisive. 
CN: How much do you think a President Bush would 
deviate from the foreign policy of the Reagan years? 
Bundy: I would think he'd be pretty much down the 
same line. I think, frankly, he's got a mind grooved in the 
precepts of the 1950s, withacoupleofaddedonesfrom the 
1970s. He's basicalJy thinking the way he was brought up. 
CN: What specific things do you think a President 
Dukak.is would do differently? 
Bundy: Well, I've no doubt he would work much 
harder to get the Latin Americans to work out their own 
scheme of a peace sllllcture in Central America. I think he 
would abandon the Contra thing pretty completely. He 
might want to keep (tbeContras] alive as an opposition, but 
thal'saU. And that would bean important thingrigbtthere. 
I can't think of anything else he would do significantly 
differently. I don't deteCt in him, and this is wise, an urge 
to charge ahead on new arms control agreements, except -
and this is very important, but he shares it with Bush -- to 
work very hard for reduction of the Soviet conventional 
arms superiority in the Central European front, which 
Gorbachev has said in principle he would do. I think that's 
the top priority. and I lhink it would be the top prioriry 
under either one of them as president. 
CN: Bush has tried to portray the image that he would 
be a tougher negotiator wil.h Gorbachev. 
Bundy: I don'tseeany basis for that. He's not a tough 
man, basically, as I view him. He simply hasn't stood up 
and objected to things he should have objected to; he 
himself has neverconductedany real negotiation of conse-
quence in any circumstances, unless possibly with Noriega 
on drugs, and he didn't come out number one on that one. 
CN: Bush has charged that Dukakis is soft on defense, 
do you think this assessment is correct? 
Bundy: ldon'tseeitthatway. lfyoulookattherecord 
of the Reagan administration, they've spent a great deal of 
money, and haven't gotten value for that money. Sure 
they've increased our posture, so would have the Carter ad-
minisuation'sdefense program as they left it when they left 
office 10 1980. The difference really IS not very great, and 
where it is great, as in the B-1 bomber. you got a lemon. 
So let's not suppose that continuing the Reagan policy 
is going to make aU the sense in the world. I particularly 
refer to Star Wars, which I think was misbegotten from the 
beginning, even though you've got to do research on air 
defense. Dukakis is right, 1 think, in saying you can spend 
that money much better on conventional forces. You're 
not going to get the deal you want with the Russians in 
Europe unless you're doing the right thing by keeping up 
your own posture, and that's his emphasis. I think that 
makes sense. 
He [Dukakis] is against the MX, which is a multi-war-
head missile that would surely be a target immediately for 
pre-emptive auack. He has also, and I think he's wrong on 
this, been against the Midgetman. You can't afford both of 
them, that's a cinch. Bush simply says he can be for both 
of them and he hasn't thought through what this is going to 
cost. When you come down to realistic programming, and 
realistic budgeting, I think Dukalcis would probably come 
out better. 
CN: Do you think, though, that he might present the 
image of a weaker America, which, whether that was the 
reality or not, could damage U.S. strategic interests abroad? 
Bundy: Well, youcan'tsay there's nothing to the way 
you look abroad. But standing tall by going into Grenada, 
who really was impressed by that? I really wonder some-
times. 
J think this is exaggerated by many people, though I 
think it is not insignificant I think Dukakis would have a 
problemofmakingclearthathewasquitefum. Andthat's 
where 1 come back to the Harry Truman parallel 
Bush, I think, big rhetoric, but not necessarily tough in 
a crunch. Just as Reagan wasn't tough in the crunch when 
Bentsen, however, is an experienced, thoughtful, meas-
ured man, whoiscertainlyqualified to be president. He has 
a great deal of experience, particularly in economics and 
trade issues, but also on defense issues. There's just no 
comparison. 
I think Bush's choice of Quayle was the biggest minus 
in his whole performance throughout his public life. 
CN: Do you think the differences on foreign policy 
between Dukakis and BentSen would be significant ? 
Anybody who knows the 
history of the past 50 years 
would tremble at the idea 
of Quayle having his finger 
on the button. 
Bundy: They never are. When a president getS in 
power, it is the president who ultimately makes the deci-
sions. But the vice president has the opportunity tO speak 
privately to the president 
In my experience in the Kennedy and Johnson years, 
Johnson never spoke up in a meeting, but he certainly said 
things privately to Kennedy, and that's the way I'm sure it 
would be between Bentsen and Dukakis. I think it would 
be salutory that Bentsen would be putting before him in a 
persuasive manner the need to be tough in cases when you 
need to be tough, and there are such cases, of course. So I 
think it would be healthy. 
But I can't see that when he was in that relationship, 
Bush had the slightest influence. 
CN: How important do you think foreign policy issues 
will be in determining the outcome of this election? 
Bundy: Not very, except that I think Reagan's belated 
conversion in his last two years to serious pursuit of arms 
control not only removed that issue from the Democratic 
arsenal, so to speak, but in effect rumed it into a plus for the 
Republicans, even though the intermediate-range missile 
deal on I y affected about four percent of them issiles. Much 
lessprogresswasmadethanmighthavebeenmadeonabig 
strategic arms deal that would involve limitations and 
postponement on Star Wars. 
CN: Would you care to offer a prediction on the 
election? 
Bundy: No, I don't pose as a pundit in any way. I 
certainly read the papers and the polls, as of now, Bush 
would look like a very strong favorite. But I think people 
are waking up to a lot of the negatives, and also to the 
question of steadiness, and thatjustconceivably you'll see 
a Harry Truman-eelcing-out-Dewey kind of outcome. 
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Perspectives on the '88 election: FOREIGN POLICY 
ush 'has the right ideas,' 
upports 'Reagan doctrine' 
Carron News: Do you think either 
Bush or Dukakis would be more ca-
pable than the other of conducting an 
effective foreign policy? 
Dr. Fred /kle, for~mr defense offi· 
cia/: I think Bush would be more ca-
pable on foreign policy, definitely. 
CN: For what specific reasons? 
FRED IKLE, U.S. under secre-
tary of defense for policy from 
1981 to 1988, was director of 
the U.S. Arms Control and 
DisarmamentAgency from 1973· 
77 and head of the Rand Corpo· 
ration Social Sciences Depart-
ment from 1968·73. He spoke 
Monday by telephone with CN 
Interview Editor Paul Kantz Til. 
1kle: Well, he has the right ideas and '-----------------~ 
the right experience, bolh. 
CN: Howmuch doyouthinkaPresi-
dent Bush would deviate from the 
Reagan foreign policy? 
l kle: I don't think he would deviate, 
he would develop it into the coming four 
years, which is a different per iod. call-
ing for diJferent things. I don't think 
deviate is the right word. He would 
develop it. 
CN: Do you see any areas, though, 
where he migbt take a differ ent course 
from the Reagan years? 
lkle: So far I don' t. 
CN: Does anything stand out in your 
mind that you would e~pect Dukakis to 
do differently if be were to win? 
l kle: Yes, 1 think he would under -
mine what is called the "Reagan doc-
trine," suppor t to resistance forces, 
which I think will become more impor-
tant in the coming four years. 
CN: Bush bas charged that Dukakis 
is soft on defense. Do you think this as-
sessment is correct? 
1/de: Yes, he would also be more in-
clined to cut back on defense and not to 
have new arms prepared for the long 
term. 
CN: How do you think this would 
affect U.S. strategic interests around 
the world? 
Ikle: We would be less capable of 
taking advantage of new opportunities 
for advancing our interests. 
CN: Do you think the Iran-Contra 
affair and d ealings ~ith Noriega are at 
all reOective ofBush's foreign policy ca-
pabilities? 
l kle: No, it bas nothing to with it. 
CN: Do you think there is anything 
he might have learned from these inci-
dents? 
1/cle: WeD, I think the administra tion 
generaUy learoedsomething. But I don 't 
think one should make too much about 
it. I t d idn't hur t the U.S. that much 
r eally. 
CN: Wbattypeofthingsdo you think 
they might have learned? 
l kle: Ob, the need for better coordi-
nation and working with tbe intelligence 
committees in Congress on these things 
differently. 
(Dr. I k.le chose to tenninatt the inter-
view at this point. -Ed.) 
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Candidate reps debate issues 
Loca1 representatives of George Bush 
and Michael Dulcalcis argued the merits of 
lhc two presidential candidates before a 
near-capacity crowd of JCU students and 
city residents Tuesday night m a Bohannon 
Science Center lecture room. 
Glenn BiUingten, area chamnan of 
Du.kalcis' primary campaign, spoke on 
behalf lhc Democratic nominee, while 
Robert Hughes, Cuyahoga County Repub-
lican Party chairman, represented Bush. In 
adruuon, John Carroll professors Dr. 
Golden (economics), and Drs. Kathleen 
Barber and Larry Schwab (political sci-
ence) addressed various issues in their fields. 
Billington began hls opening remarks 
wilh an outline of accomplishmenLc; he 
crcdhcd to the liberal wing of the Demo-
crauc party, such as Social Security pro-
grams and legislation protecting workers' 
rights and safety. 
Commenting on Bush's repeated criti-
cismsofDukakis' alleged liberalism, Bill-
ington said, 'The 'L-word' in thiS cam-
paign is not 'liberal,' it's 'leadership."' 
Billington said Dulcalcis has p{Oven his 
leadership ability during his three tenns as 
govemorofMassachusetts. Last year, fel-
low governors voted Dulcalcis America's 
most effective governor, Billington said. 
Hughes, who flatly predicted a Bush 
yjctory, said a successful presidential cam-
paign consists of two key elements: defin-
ing lhe opponent and defining the issues. 
Bush has done these things, Dukakis has 
not, Hughes said. 
"Bush is giving a better vision of Amer-
ica's future," Hughes said. 
The popularity of president Ronald Re-
agan, Dukakis's apparent lack of emotion. 
and "symbolic issues" such as lhe Pledge of 
Alleg1ancc. Dukakis' ACLU membership, 
and the Massachusetts prison furlough 
program, will prove decisive in the elec-
tion, Hughes said. 
The Republican spokesman added that 
he believes black voters have been ignored 
by both parucs in lhis election, and pre-
dicted only about 50 percent of Cuyahoga 
County's 180.000 blacks will vote. Polls 
show 15 percent of area blacks support 
Bush, whereas only SIX percent voted for 
Reagan in 1984, he said. 
Following theopeningremarks. theJCU 
professors took the stand. 
Golden discussed the performance of 
the U.S economy during the Reagan years. 
"Econom1cs is not a particularly good 
issue for lhe Republicans," Golden said. 
Though current employment rateS are 
fairly low, unemployement has been high 
throughout most of lhe Reagan presidency, 
he said There has also been a stagnation of 
real wages and a rise in mcome inequality, 
Golden added. 
Barber discussed judicial appointments, 
cival nghts and hberues, and the environ-
ment. She questioned Bush's recent claim 
that he is an environmentalist. pointing out 
that he opposed envaronmental regulations 
when he headed a presidential task force on 
deregulation. 
Schwab then commented on the federal 
budget deficit. "Neither candidate has 
prcscmcd n rc.ahsuc program for so\ving 
lhe defJCil crisis," he said. 
The Political Science Club sponsored 
the event, which concluded with a question 
and answer session. Club prcs1dent An-
drew Root., a senior, served as moderator. 
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DANCEJ0-2 
CLEVB.AND-SPORT PARACHUTING SCHOOL • 216/ 548-4511 
15199 crave Rd., carrettsvue. on1o 44231 
1~) & 0\'EI~ PROPER ATTIRE REHUIRED NO ( OVEI{ \\'/JCU I.D. 
l\lON & Tl i ES 7 · 12 P:\1 WED .THURS.SAT 7- 2 : 30:\l\1 FRI 5 · 2 Ai\1 
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Exchange students enjoying new way of life 
by Tim Fonestal arc living on campus with an American student Living on cam-News Editor pus is entirely new to them. In 
The student exchange program Japan college students commute. 
at John CarrolJ was expanded this 
"I like John Carroll because it faJlto include nine students from is small and everyone is so Japan. These students arc juniors friendly," said Kengo Okajima. 
and seniors from Nanzan Univer-
"People l don't even know will 
sity and Sophia University. All 
say hello to me. I fmd that mcred-
are studying two semesters of ible." liberal arts atJCU. Thcl! stay here 
began in August and will con- Kengo, who is a communica-
elude in May. tions major, believes that the 
Each of the Japanese students course work at JCU is harder than 
Beth Weber 
John Carroll Uoi.versrty • 
First Team A -La 
Swimmmg • 
History MaJOr • 
4 00 GPA • 
Junror • 
Hometown. Mentor, OH • 
Chris Weber 
John Carroll Universtty • 
Second Team Baseball • 
Pohtrcal Sctence Major • 
3.63 GPA • 
Junior • 
Hometown. Parma. OH • 
it was at the university he att.endcd Each of the Japanese students 
in Japan. attend classes with the rest of the 
student body. They are not in-
"The teachers are much harder 
here. There is always a lot of volved in a special academic pro-
homework and so much to pre- gram. 
pare for." Maki Mimuraenjoysthebeauty 
Keiko Nabctani also feels that of the campus and how friendly 
John Carroll isacademicallychal- the students are. 
lenging. "1 thought Americans were 
"I'm nervous about some of loud and no1sy but the people here 
my courses because they are so are quiet except on the weekends 
hard but others are going okay." when they get loud and crazy." 
Okajima likes the social scene 
Congratulations to the GTE Academic All-Americans~ 
They are the leaders of the team But what makes them even more special is their 
outstanding academic records. They are the GTE Academic All-Americans. selected by 
the College Sports Information Directors of America (CoS IDA) for being high achievers-
rn the game as well as the classroom. GTE is proud to be the official sponsor of this 
36-year-old program and congratulates these student-athletes on their Academic 
All-American achievements. 
GIE Ac.ADatlcALL-AMSliCA·TEAM 
SELECTED BY CoSIDA 
in the Flats. 
"It's crazy on the weekend. I 
love it," he said. "I also enjoyed 
tailgating for one of the Browns 
games. It was kind of weird but 
very exciting." 
The International Student As-
sociation is sponsoring an exhibi-
tion today from 4 p.m.-7:30p.m. 
in the Wolf and Pot Topics to be 
discussed include the Japanese tea 
ceremony, fencing (Kendo),and 
Japanese paper folding (Origami). 
NAPA!!!~ e~VALtEY 
B·A·RcrG· R·I·L·L 
!Jf.omerruuft '.Past4 
']'resli St.afoo4 
Swuiay 'BTlUidl 
28 ~ 6y tfu qflw 
CftiUfrrn 's Menu 
Privau Party~ 
open daily from 11 :30am - lam 
Sunday brunch I 0:30am- 2pm 
Sunday dinner 4 - 10 pm 
At !he comer of Lee .t: Cedar 
in Ocveland HeiJ)ua 
371-1431 
Liw 'Enttrtainmtnt!! 
.....,:'Miu~ ... 
!T~ '1k !M«t~y 'Broenus 
Join us ?{pwmiH.r 11 f or 
an 'Erin 'Brew Party 
. 
_,...._ 
................... ...,. ... 
,..... ............ 
~ Per'n.L.MIIefT..., 
..... Ore:.. 
"Pant 1 Enter MtwMn 
fiUy CO I Htgbee'S" 
AIIWDIU ,_liliiii' 
81-6200 
Bush Victory 
~Party~ 
Tue. Nov. 8 
8 p.m.- 12 p.m. 
O'Dea Room (Democrats welcome) 
Refreshments. Sponsored 
Students for Bush. 
Excellent 
Part-Time 
Opportunity 
4-9 p.m. 2·3 Days 
Receptionist/Secretary 
CALL BOB 
~4:00 
581-8200 
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hat were you or 
Halloween? 
''I wanted to go 
as a pirate, but 
that was taken." 
Paul Wypasek, 
senior 
"An apathetic 
student!" 
Brian Barnhart, 
sophomore 
"I wanted to go 
as Rambo, but 
that was 
taken." 
Tom Wachholz, 
senior 
"A worm, I 
worried if the 
Dukakis mask 
would fit." 
Dave Averill, 
sophomore 
"A 4.0, busi-
ness school 
student." 
Tara O'Neill, 
sophomore 
CALL US! 
381-5555 
WANTED 
Drivers, Cus-
tomer Service, 
Reps., Fu 11 or 
Part-time. 
T d 
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Recplex offers new hours and freebies 
Many changes are taking place 
this year in the Student Activities 
Building. 
Among these changes arc the 
expanded hours of the Recplcx. 
Instead of all facilities closing at 
midnight, like last year, the bui I d-
ing will close at 11 p.m. and rc· 
open upon requestat midnight. At 
3 a.m., the building wiU close until 
7 a.m. the next day. 
With the new Recplex hours, 
students will have access 10 the 
weight room, the gymnasium, Lhe 
Wolf and Pot, and the new com-
COME IN FOR LATE 
NIGHT SNACKS! 
POUSHBOYS& 
MOREl 
put.ers in the Carroll Quarterly 
room. 
The snack bar will only be open 
untill a.m. 
"fn Lhc Wolf and Pot we have a 
large-screen TV, popcorn ma-
chine, video machine, and juke 
box," said Lisa Heckman. direc-
Lor of student activities. 
At the window near the Hous-
ing office. an electronic sign board 
has been installed. 
At breakfast, Lhc snack bar will 
supply free copies of Lhe New 
York Times, USA Today,and Lhc 
Plain Dealer courtesy of Student 
Affairs. , 
Also, Heckman is selling 
Cleveland Playhouse and Orches-
tra tickets for a discounted rate of 
$20. 
Attention 
FEATURES WRITERS 
NEEDED 
CALL 1'11'£ CABROU. NBW8 OI'YlC8 
AT 
897-4479 
FOOD& 
DRINK 
THE JCU PLACE TO PARTY! 
Bud r,~ ~Ja5t~~t~ight 
& Bud Light Longnecks- $"1."10 Slammers only $"1 
Frida}' ONLY$1 STYLE ONLY$.50 
PABST 
$.75 
Watch the Blue Streaks beat GROVE CITY ~ 
on tape Saturday night! 
,Sunda~ 
BUD & 800 LIGHT IGHT II ! 
SUB~-JGo)~ ( ····() w ,., ... a ' " 1 "d• 
All 
Tuesda}' 
COORS AND COORS LIGHT $1.00 
~[gi~~ [?)O~~t~J ~ [?)0~~~ ~ 
IrS BAC~~~~~~1~B~FXLOWINGS 
OFFENSE CAFE ROCK PLA YEllS DEFENSE 
STEVE PRELOCK OF THE WEEKI KURT GAB RUM 
SAT. 7:00-2:30 
SUN. 12-2:30 A.M.-
r 
-
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Verne Collection features 'Year of the Panda' 
by Julie Cigallio 
Entertainment F.Aiitor 
While the Peking Zoo in China 
is showcasmg its baby panda born 
last week, the Mitz1e Verne Col-
lecuon at Grasselli Ltbrary Gal-
lery is showcasing "The Year of 
the Panda,"the watercolor paint-
ings of Yu Lai Yin. 
Thts opening marks the relUtll 
ofYu Lai Yin for her second one-
woman show in the United States. 
Yu 's ftrst American showing was 
two years ago at the Cleveland 
Play House Gallery. 
While it is the lovable and 
inviung pandas and delicate lotus 
blossoms that delight the viewer, 
the artist herself is a lesson in 
Chinese sensitivity and expres-
sion. 
Yu began her study of art as a 
child, observmg the more t.radl-
uonal styleof her father and artist, 
Yu Pui. 
"We still sketch tOgether and 
d1scuss each other's painungs," 
Yu said. "He is my father, teacher 
and fnend." 
Yu moved on LO study w1th 
Yang Shen-Sum in Hong Kong 
and majored in painting at the 
Ecole Superieuredes Beaux Arts 
in Paris. 
In school, Yu's professors 
encouraged her to not to change 
her already personalized style, but 
to funher develop a unique inter-
pretation of the traditional Chi-
nese watercolor style. 
"Every artist needs to open 
wider- 10 know every kind of art 
even though one kind of art be-
longs 10 me," said Yu. 
Yu's an hangs gracefully in 
the balance between the traditional 
and modem, softened by an eye 
Cooker heats up 
by Larry Daber 
StafT Writer 
Next time you are shopping at 
Beachwood Mall and plan to eat 
•--or the lftlll\y fast-food res-
taurants there, try something new 
next door at La Place. "The 
Cooker," located in La Place, is a 
fanatstic restaurant if you are in-
terested an great American cui-
sine. 
The Cooker accomodates patrons 
of all tastes. It offers a full bar 
along with Jts fine dining area. Its 
Bistro-type setting, which has 
become popular in many modem 
restaurants, makes for an enjoy-
able meal in a comfortable, yet 
classy , atmosphere. 
I first sampled the Cooker's fare 
on a Tuesday evening and found 
a 15-minutewaitforatable. How-
ever, I realized that a bad restau-
rant would never be full on a Tues-
day night. Solwenttothebarand 
had a Mol sen while I waited. 
classi:fieds 
Shaker Heights couple needs 
weekend nighttime babysitter 
Guaranteed bi-weekly tor 2.5 year 
old.Fiexible to your schedule 
Transportation available 791-1326. 
WORD PROCESSING-Papers, 
Resumes. Letters. & much more. 
Reasonable Rates. Quick tum-
around. Barbara 321-a917 
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED earn big 
commissions and free trips by 
selling Nassau/Paradise Island, 
Cancun, Mexico and Ski trips to 
Vermont & Colorado. For more 
information call toll free 1 ·800·231· 
0113. 
Soon enough I heard my name 
called and was escorted to my 
table. 
The Cooker offers many differ-
ent varietiesofbeef,chicken,fish, 
and pork dishes. I decided 10 try 
a classic: barbecued chicken with 
french fries. 
The sauce was rich and tangy; 
not tOO hot, but it still had a bite. 
Some of the Cooker's specialties 
arc meatloaf and other American 
favorites like roast beef, green 
beans and fresh potato salad. 
My companion decided to try 
the meatloaf specialty. Once again 
The Cooker came through with 
flying colors. There truly is not a 
bad meal at this restaurant, and 
the American dishes are its strong 
point. 
The Cooker is afive-minutedrive 
from Carroll and is fairly ine}(pen-
sive. Including a tip for our 
friendly waitress, the final bill 
came to $20. 
So, next time before you begin 
your shopping spree and feel a 
hunger pang, there is relief right 
next door at The Cooker. 
' 
Has a friend or family member's 
drinking affected you? AL·ANON/ACA 
is on campus-. Contact campus ministr) 
(397-4717) or unrversity counseling 
services (397 -4341) tor more intorma-
lion. 
EDillNG AND WORD PROCESSOR 
SERVICES. Academic manuscripts, 
research papers, thesis, dissertation, 
faculty papers, resume development. 
Accuracy guaranteed. EDITORIAL 
HELP. Reasonable rates. Judy 
Nisman. 382-7070 
AEROBIC INSTRUCTOR· Part-time 
days or nights. Ladies health spa. 
Cedar Center. 371-3235 
LAW SCHOOL BEGINS AEI.E.B the 
LSA T Exam I Get your best start with 
!:lAC/CCII ~AT RI>~A\AI I IV~ .... 
sens1t1ve tO the warmth of per-
sonal express1on. 
Presently, Yu lives in Tokyo 
with her husband where she lS 
able 10 benefit vJsually from the 
change of seasons and the pres-
enccof cherry blossoms: Yu • s next 
maJOr pro)CCL 
Yu srud that she chose pandas 
and lotus flowers as her subjects 
for this exh1b1tion for a number of 
reasons. 
MSo many people are eager 10 
see the panda They are like toys 
and yet they ared1flicult to paint," 
said Yu. 
The lotus, which blooms only 
foroneday,symbollzes life and 
theimportanceoflivingeach day 
to the fullest, Yu believes. The 
exhibition continues until Dec. 3. 
Groups create c 
by Wells Werden 
A new style of progressive 
music is emerging: a style that is 
rich and atmospheric, and brings 
to mind music that you might hear 
in your dreams. It blends power-
ful female vocalists singing 
pseudo-lyrics, with floating, ethe-
real background music. This new 
genreisasynlhesisofncw age and 
new wave. 
Two recent releases showcas-
ing this form of audio stimulation 
arc "Blue Bell Knoll" by The 
Cockteau Twins, and "Celestial" 
byTheHeavenlyBodies. Bothal-
bums are well produced and con-
Lain interesungand important new 
music. 
"Blue Bell Knoll" displays the 
talents of seasoned musicians who 
are recording at their peak form, 
while"Celestial"highlightsanew 
band with great potential. 
"Blue Bell Knoll" is the Cock-
teau Twins' fifth album. The 
Cockteau Twins is a British band 
thathasenjoyedcritical suecessin 
the United Kingdom, but has not 
yet found a niche in the American 
music scene 
taught. Starts 1'Tov.-s-at-aaldWin-
Wallace College. Call781-8718 to 
enroll. 
DISCOVERY TOYS DEMON-
STRATION Educational toys. 
books and games. 
JCU campus November 5 &6 in 
the dorm lobbies. Order your 
holiday gihs Mailed directly to your 
home. Tracey Winans (216) 321-
6483 
BABYSITTER WANTED For 
three children, $4.50 • occasional 
weekends call 291·3268. Trans-
portation Provided. 
FUTURE CPA·s from the best 
CPA review course as a 1988-89 
campus representative. Ca11 781· 
8719. 
Fronted by singer Elizabeth 
Frazier, TheCockteau Twins were 
the first band 10 develop this for-
maL Frazier uses her voice as an 
instrument. flittering up and down 
the octave scale. Although her 
sounds have no literaJ meaning, 
the listener can superimpose 
words over her voice. Musically, 
the album comes across as atmos-
pheric, yet well grounded with a 
solid rock backbcal. 
Frazier's voice is contrasted 
with driving guitars and strong 
percussion on many of the LP's 
tracks. At times on previous al-
bums,theCockteau Twins' music 
has bordered on being too church-
like. In "Blue Bell Knoll," how-
ever, the band hits mainstream, 
and hits it well. 
AlTERNATIVES 
TODAY (3) 
Heavenly Bodies, a new band, 
is stepping out from bebind the 
Cockteau Twins' shadow. Heav-
enly Bodies' vocalist, Caroline 
Seaman lacks Elizabeth Frazier's 
range, but her voice is still the 
sharp edge of her group's music. 
The group's style is highly 
instrumental. Its music is opaque, 
and could at times use more focus. 
StiU, "Celeslial" is verytisrenable, 
and Heavenly Bodies promises 10 
be a significant influence in pro-
gressive music. 
Both "Blue Bell Knoll" and 
"Celestial" are diversions from 
standard new music fare. These 
albums can be a soundtrack for 
falling leaves or twirling snow-
flakes. They are two of the best 
choices of the season. 
NOV. 3-NOV.9 
Peabody's DownUnder:"Spoiled~ IOp.m. 
Peabody's Cafe: "Frankie Starr Blues" 
!FliUDAY(4) 
SU Film: "The Last Emperor" 8p.m. Jardine Room 
New Year's In November, 9p.m.-1a.m. Main Gym 
Case Western Reserve Film: "Beclejuice" 
Peabody's Cafe: "Janglers" 
Peabody's Downunder: "Ital" (reggae) 
SATUR.DAY(S) 
SU Film: "Scarface" 8p.m. Jardine Room 
Peabody's DownUnder: "Ital" 
Peabody's Cafe: "Forecast" 
SUNDAY (6} 
SU Film: "From The Hip" 8p.m. Jardine Room 
Turkey Ridge Tavern: "Riders in the Sky" 
MONDAY (7} 
Turkey Ridge Tavern: "Tommy Conwell and the Young Rumblers 
TUBSDAY(8) 
SU Film: "Founh Protocol" lOp.m. Jardine Room 
Case Western Reserve Film: "Land of Look Behind" 
Peabody's Down Under: "Devo" 
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Prelock breaks rushing record as JCU rolls 
by Chris Wenzler, Sports Editor 
Steve Prelock rushed for 276 yards, shauenng the school record as 
well as the Bethany defense in a 51-19 slaughter of the Bisons. 
Prelock, who has 954 yards for the season, also scored five touch-
downs, giving him a total of 17 on the year. 
"He just gets better each week," said head coach Tony DeCarlo. 
"He's running much like he used to in highschool with that breakaway 
capability. He had that foot problem earlier, but he's doing fine now." 
The team scored almost at will against Bethany, who entered the 
game as the PAC' s worst defense. Its effort on Saturday did nothing tO 
enhance that rating. 
"We bottled up (Jamie) Hamm pretty good on defense, and our 
offense controlled the line," DeCarlo said. "We went with our plans the 
whole way through. Even our third team was able to get in there and 
move the ball. It was a great overall team effort" 
This week, they must travel to face a vengeful Grove City team this 
Saturday at 1:30pm. The Wolverines were whalloped 30-8 here last 
year, and are coming off a tie with Carnegie-Mellon. 
"With that CMU score, we have to realize that Grove City has the 
talent to play some good football," DeCarlo said. 
Despite the importance of the game at hand, DeCarlo will have his 
eye on some games, most notably Augustana vs. Millilcin,and Wabash 
vs. Cumberland (Kentucky), an NAJA school with an 8-0 record. 
"If we arc to entertain any hopes of playoff action, we're going to 
have to beat Grove City," DeCarlo said. "After that., we just have to 
hope and pray that some upsets take place." 
teve (#40) tries to tum the comer for a 
Blue Streaks' 51-19 victory over Bethany Saturday. 
Valentine jumps at chance to play for Cavs 
' 
by Chris Wenzler 
Sports Editor 
tered. Price fakes left but the man traded is an occupational ha7..ard pick of the Portland Trail- so far. 
defending him doesn'tbite. Price in basketball. You have to expect blazers, where he played for five "I have a lot of respect for the 
tries to drive, but the man won't it to happen sometime. It's rare years. He spent two seasons with coaches and players here,"Valen-
let Price by. The man reaches in, for a p(ayerto stick with one team the Los Angeles Clippers before tine said. "The respect between 
Often, wethinkofprofessiontJI 
athletes as f7Uichlnes. They per-
form for us, and, hopefully, win 
for us. lflhey lose, we want newer 
and better f7Uichines. The sports 
fan def7Uinds the besL 
strips lhe ball, and lhe wbi&llc lhrou houl · bcWg pi cd...up by Miami, Lhcn la cr:; and coaches is muwal. 
blows. Valentinewasapromisingcol- Cleveland. There's a great blend of young 
The defender played with the legian, with All-American creden- "I'm preuy happy to be back and veteran aalent,and a lot of 
intensity of a rookie trying to make tials from his playing days at the on acontendtng team agam," Val- confidence. I' II have a good time 
the team, but he's not a recent University of Kansas. Following en tine said about his new team. "I playing thts year." 
I had an opportunity to visiJ 
the Cleveland Cavalier's prac-
tice session on Tuesday, October 
11th, and found that this was not 
a team of f7Uichines but of real 
people. 1 met with Brad Daugh-
erty, Chris Dudley, and DarruU 
Valentine, three players with 
different pasts, different styles, 
and different points of view. 
graduate. This man is an eighth- graduation, he earned the right to have no doubt it will enhance my 
year veteran by lhe name of Dar- play for the 1980 United States career, and I'll do anything I can 
nell Valentine. Olympic basketball team. As his- to help the cause." 
Valentine was acquired by the tory reveals, he never got to play a Valentine is frurly well adjusted 
Cavaliers following a trade with minute due tO President Carter's to his new surroundings, and is 
the fledgling Miami Heat during boycou that year. impressed with what he has seen 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • the expansion raids this summer. "That was a real disappoint-
TheCavsgaveupafuturesecond- menL, not being able to play," : complete home & 
round draft choice to get Valen- Valentine said. "I made the team. • commercial interiors 
team. ingintheOlympicgames.Itwould • -
tine, now playing for his lhird NBA but never got the reward of play- : & 
"I've played for three teams in have been the thrill of my life." :. • ~. 
Mark Price makes his way eight years, but I'm just happy to Nevertheless, his career con- lJ 
down COurt, but he is being pes- beplaying,"Valentinesaid."Being tinued on. He was a first-round : I vannoe 
Blue Streak spikers aim : 
• 4337 Mavfield Rd. for thirty win season · · · · · · · t. • • • • • • 
291 -5660 
by Chris Wenzler. Spor ts Editor 
$8 PER HOUR 
• Transportation finn with 
office in Brookpark 
needs an individual for 
Saturdays from 
12pm to lOpm 
Resooosjbjljtjes are, 
-Light Data Input 
-Customer Service 
Send letter of interest with 
work history to: 
Brookpark Transportation 
Firm 
P.O. Box 5067 
Warren, Mi 48090-5067 
E.O 
First, it was breaking the all time record for wins 
in a season. 
Then, it was breaking the all-time record for most 
wins in a row. 
Tuesday night's contest. "It's very unlikely that 
we'll make the playoffs, but I don't think the girls are 
going tO cry over what they don't have. Instead, 
they'll be happy for what they've achieved." 
Manning admits that the playoff selection process 
is frustrating, but she doesn't want lhat to be an 
excuse for what has turned out to be the best season 
ever for John Carroll volleyball. 
[MJ@fNJ@£ Y/ OOO@IXllf 
l?@@lf®£f1Jl:a ~ 
It's time for the next step: 30 wins. 
This step will be well in reach when the John 
Carroll volleyball team takes to the noor tonight 
against PAC rival Hiram and Penn State Behrend. 
Going intothegamc,JCU standsat29-5 by virtue 
of its xx-xx,xx-xx,xx-xx win over Thiel and its xx-
xx,xx-xx,xx-xxwinoverWestminsterTuesdayrughL 
Its PAC record holds at 11-0. 
"We've accomplished a lot of 'never before's' this 
year," said head coach Kathleen Manning, before 
"There are four spots open, and three of them go 
to autOmatic bids," said Manning. "The good thing is 
that the OAC gets one of them, so maybe next year. 
But it's been a great season. We can still be confer-
ence champions and go undefeated m the confer-
ence. We've had a pretty good run, and we still have 
some things left tO do." 
TheHiram match begins tonight at 6 p.m. 
?fftl~~ ;t>Jl!Zljj1 BROWNS 
~ 
FRIDAY NIGHTS ~· .. ~.. ~} "" 
.. .., J 
SP/NNIN' THE HITS!! .-4 
.. 
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Pusateri paces fine JCU effort at PAC's 
by Alex Fer ris 
StafT Reporter 
With the sun-splashed skyline 
of Pittsburgh as the backdrop tO 
the 1988Presidents' Athletic Con-
ference Cross Counlr)' Champi-
onship, the host Tartans swept the 
team championships. 
fort with an eighth place finiSh, 
and won himself a position on the 
All PAC's second team. 
Jewett said. "Yet, during Lhis 
season in particular, the JCU 
women's cross counlr)' program 
has grown a great deal." 
Though he Cited a number of 
reasons for Lhe team's success, 
Jewett believed Lhe high-spirited-
ness of Mary and Healher tO be the 
most importanL 
"They lead the team nOlonly in 
perfonnancebutalso Lhrough !heir 
encouragement of !.heir team-
mates," Jewett said "They make 
my job so much easier. They are 
outstanding women." 
ln Lhe men's race JCU, wilh a 
score of 76, took Lhird behind 
Grove City College, who fmished 
with 49 pomts, and champion 
CMU. All seven runners for Lhe-
CarroU men's team had PR's for 
the 8000-metcrs. 
In two weeks, Lhe women's 
team and a few members of Lhe 
men's team will compete at Lhe 
Regional's race in Indiana. hop-
ing win a bid to Lhe National's. 
John Carroll finished second in 
the women's race, third in the 
men's. 
Pusateri, whodidn 'teven make 
the AII-PAC teams last year, broke 
from the pack in Lhe last mile to 
win Lhe race by a full 30 seconds. 
Taking Lh&d place was sophomore 
Heather Peltier. However, CMU 
placed five women in the top ten, 
which was enough to give them a 
score of 33, defeating Carroll by 
six points. 
Soccer tealll ends season lVith 
The women were lead tO a 
second place fmish by junior Mary 
Pusateri who struck gold, winning 
the SK race in a time of 19:05. 
Sophomore Mark Waner spear-
headed the ~en's ~ir'!_pla~ef-
Needless to say, women's 
coach GroveJewen was extremely 
happy wilh the team's results. 
loss to Detroit; Rugby cruises 
"We ran the best we could, but 
were beaten by a better team," 
SPORTS CA.LENDAR 
ror the week of Nov. 3 • 9 
Nov. 3 • Volleyball vs. Hiram 
(with PSU·Behrend) 6 pm 
Nov. 5 • Football @Grove City 1:30 pm 
Cross Country at NCAA Regjonals 
Rugby@ Dayton 
FALL SPORTS (REGULAR SEASON) ENDS 
(iS'J' AY TUNED" FOR PLAYOFF DATES 
In the final game of the season, 
Lhe Blue Streak soccer team 
dropped a 7-2 decision to the 
University of Detroit Titans. 
Although the team finished 4-
12, Mike Mangan and Lev Hol-
ubcc continued to add on to !.heir 
already impressive statistics. 
Mangan ended Lhe season wi Lh 29 
points, including 10 goals, while-
Holubccfinished Lhe year wilh 19 
pointS, 1ncluding seven goals. 
The John Carroll Green GatOr 
Rugby Club pounded Lhe Hiram 
Piggies 38-0 Saturday at Wiley 
Middle School. Five different 
players scored tries. Dan Shaw 
had Lhrec, and Keith Kecskes, Tom 
Olford,BruceEmmerth,andGeoff 
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Tecza each had one. 
Dan Shaw also had two kicks, 
wilh Kecskes, Joe Lunn, and Bob 
MIRNliJ~ 
Girsch adding a kick. 
The Gators will conclude their 
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